
fibre:  Sea Silk – 70% Silk, 30% Seacell – 200g

needles:  4mm circular or swing knitting needles 

gauge:  20 stitches / 4” blocked

STORM WATER SHAWL 
BY CIOBAR FIBRE DESIGNS

Rows 13-16: rpt rows 9-12
Rpt rows 1 through 16 to desired length, ending with row 8 or 16.
Bind off and block.

OPTION - For a longer, narrow shawl,  cast on 65 stitches and follow 
as directed.

© Handmaiden Fine Yarn Inc.

*Finished measurements and gauge are taken with a blocked and pressed 
piece as silk will grow about 20% in length and 15% in width so it is 
important to allow for this. Your pieces will seem very small until the 
garment is blocked.

PATTERN

Cast on 97 stitches w/ yarn 1. Wrap is worked from 2 balls of yarn.
Row 1:  (RS Y2); *(ssk, yo) 4 times, k8; rpt from *, end k1. Go back to the 
beginning of row just completed.
Row 2:  (RS Y1); *k8, p8; rpt from *, end p1.  TURN work.
Row 3:  (WS Y2); p1 *p8, (yo, ssp) 4 times; rpt from *. Go back to the begin-
ning of row just completed.
Row 4:  (WS Y1); k1, *k8, p8; rpt from *. TURN work.
Rows 5-8:  repeat rows 1-4
Row 9:  (RS Y2); k1, *k8, (yo, k2tog) 4 times; rpt from *. Go back to the 
beginning of row just completed.
Row 10: (RS Y1); p1* p8, k8; rpt from *. TURN Work.
Row 11: (WS Y2);  * (p2tog, yo) 4 times, p8; rpt from *, end p1. Go back to the 
beginning of row just completed.
Row 12: (WS Y1); * p8, k8; rpt from *, end k1. TURN work.

4MM US6

20ST • 4"

abbrev

K knit
P purl
YO yarn over
SSK slip 2 stitches to the right needle knit 

wise, slip left needle through front of 
these 2 stitches and knit 2 stitches 
together.

SSP slip 2 stitches to the right needle  
knitwise, return both stitches to the left  
needle and purl two together through 
back loops.

K2TOG knit 2 stitches together  
(decrease stitch)

P2TOG purl 2 stitches together
RS right side facing
WS wrong side facing
Y1 yarn 1
Y2 yarn 2


